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Abstract : The optical properties of Sc9oGe|o-Jhix (jr = 2, 4 and 6 at.%) have been 
studied by means of the ultraviolet absorption spectra. Tlie absorption edges arc found to be 
dependent on the indium concentration. Both direct and indirect transitions between valence 
band and conduction band are found.
Both the optical gap (£opt) ^^nd width {AE) are calculated as a
function of indium concentration in the samples. The former decreases while the later increases 
with the indium concentration. Their values are between 0.32 eV and 2.91 eV.
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1. Introduction
The study o f  the optical properties and particularly the absorption edge is a powerful tool 
for investigating the optically induced transitions, and for providing essential information 
about the band structure and the energy gap in cystalline and non-crystalline materials.
Analysis o f  the absorption spectra in the low energy part gives information about the 
atom ic vibration, and  that o f  the h igher energy part o f the absorption spectra gives 
knowledge about electronic states in the material.
The U V  absorption generally includes the excitation o f electrons associated with 
oxygen anions in glasses. Stevels [1] was the first one to discuss theoretically the ultraviolet 
absorption  m echanism  in glasses. L arge variations in the values o f the band gap o f  
chalcogenide glasses have been shown [2]. Variations in the composition o f such m aterials 
affect the band g ^ )s  [3—5]. The absoiption edge of m ost amorphous semiconductors can be 
divided into three regions [6].
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(i) High absorption region:
It is often observed in sem iconducting glass that, a t high enough absorption level ( a  
10* cm~‘), the absorption coefficient a(<u) has the following frequency dqiendm ioe:
where r  is constant o f the order where (A) is the Plank constant and is the
optical energy gap.
(ii) Exponential region. This region has the following properties
(a) In the absorption coefficient range from 1 cm~‘ (or less) to about 10* cm~’, a  {at) the 
absorption coefficient, is described by the fo rm ula :
a(m)« exp(ft ©/£,) (2)
(b) The energy Eg characterizing the slope is alm ost tem perature dependent a t low 
temperatures and has, in many semiconducting glasses, the value between O.OS eV 
and 0.08 eV.
(c) At high temperature, the slope decreases with temperature.
(d) In many amorphous semiconductors the regions (i) and (ii) move as a  whole.
(Hi) Weak absorption tail :
Below the exponential part o f the absorption edge an absorptitm  tail is observed. Its 
strength and shape are found to depend on the preparatimi, purity and thermal history o f  the 
m aterial even if the m aterial is in the bulk form rather than as a  film. H ie  absorption 
coefficient is below O.S cm~^ Fcmt m any materials, the absorption coefficient a  (o )  near the 
band edge behaves exponentially as a  function o f photon-energy (hat) in the form [7 ]:
a{a>) =  aoexp{h(ofAE),  (3)
where Oh is a  constant, and is the width o f the band tails o f the localized states in the 
norm ally forbidden gap that is associated with the amorphous nature o f the materials.
There are two kinds o f  optical transition a t the fundamental edge o f crystalline and 
non-crystalline materials : direct transition and indirect transition. Both kinds o f  transitions 
involve the interaction of an electrom agnetic wave with an electron in the valence band, 
which is raised across the fundam ental gap to  the conduction band. For a  direct optical 
transiticMD from the valence band to the conduction band, it is essential that the wave vector 
for the electron be unchanged. In the case o f in d ire a  transition, the interaction with lattice 
vibration (phonon) takes place, thus the wave vector o f the electron can change in the 
o p t i ^  transition and the mtnnentum change will be taken or given up by phonons.
M ott and Davis [8] suggested that the expression foe the optical iiansitkrn can be 
written a s ;
a(fi>) = B{h0-Eopt)”/ha)  (4)
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w here B is a  constant and n is an index determ ined by the nature o f the electronic 
transitions during the absorption process. It has been reported [9] that a  reasonable fit o f 
equation (4) with n = 2 is achieved for many amorphous materials, particularly a t the higher 
absorption values o f  the edge and suggests absorption by indirect transitions.
Com pounds o f  ZnS, ZnTe, CdTe-2iiTe, ZnS-CdS and ZnS-ZnSe have been o f great 
interest to the scientific com m unity as a potential visible device materials. These m aterials 
have ex ce llen t lum inescent p roperties, w here they ajre producing  high effic iency  
luminescence under UV and electron beam excitation.
'ITie objective o f the present work is to study the opticai properties o f Se9oGeio-xlnx 
( r  = 2, 4  and 6 at. %). O ur results are discussed in the light o f the above m entioned 
^p ro ach es .
2. Experimental technique
Ih e  alloys were prepared by the m elt quenching technique from 99.999 purity Se, G e and 
In. The quenching was perform ed in ice water. The optical absorption data were m easured 
in the wavelength range (200-900 nm) using UV-visible double beam spectrophotom eter 
model Lam bda 4B Perkin-Hlmer at room temperature. The absorption coefficient a  (co) was 
calculated from the relation [10]:
2 .3034  
a(co) -  ------— ,
where A = Ln (///,,) is the absorbance, and d is the thickness of the .sample.
3. Results and.di.scussion
Figure 1 shows the plot o f optical density again.st wavelength (A) for SegoGcjo-xIn,'glass 
samples (where jt = 2 ,4  and 6 at. %). It is clear that there is no sharp absorption edge and
Figure 1. Variation of the optical 
absorption spectra with wavelength for
Se9oGe]Q_jfIn, glasses.
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this is a  characteristic for the glassy state. The change o f absorption edge w ith the 
com positions o f the studied glasses shows a  real shift in the absorption edge to the lowo- 
energies. The variation of ( a h  (o) and (a  h o))‘^  with (hoo) for the studied glasses are 
shown in Figures 2 and 3 respectively. As can be seen from these figures, the optical 
absorption data follow eq. (4) with n = 1 and n = 2 i.e. the optical data could be analyzed in 
terms o f direct and indirect transition.
Figure 2. Variation of {ah eo) 
with photon energy {ha>) for 
Se9()Ge]() glasses.
Figure 3. VariaUon of (ah  o>) 
with photon energy (Ao>) for 
Se9oOei()„;cIn;j glasses.
I h e  values o f (Eopi) can be obtained from extrtqmlation o f linear part o f each curve 
in  B gures (2) and (3) to ( a  ft tu) s  O and (a  ft =  0. Table 1 shows the (£opt.) values 
obtained fiom  the data by using the least square method.
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The plot o f  £opt against indium  concentration in the sam ple (see Figure 4) showed 
a  linear decrease with increasing values o f indium. The density o f states model jxedicts 
a reduction in £opt with the increase in the degree o f disorder in the amorphous phase [11].
Table 1. The effect of indium concentration in the sanjple SepoGejo j^^n  ^on 
the width of the band tail (AE) and the optical energy gap (^pt)-
X (at, %)
Eopi(tW)
A E {t\)
n = 1 « = 2 ^
2 2.9065 2.682 0.3255
4 i , m 1.7053 0.5363
6 1,5108 0.492 1.766
Figure 4. Variation of the band width 
(il£) and the optical gap (Eopt) with the 
indium concentration in the aample 
^^90^10-jc^x* f o r i i s l a i i d i i s 2 i n
(ahcD)^^.
Figure S. Variation of Ln a  (o>) with 
photon energy (hto) for $e9oGeio.^jr
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In the light of this model it is ocmcluded that the increase of indhmi concentration increases 
the degree of disorder of the studied glass. H hs consequently increases the density of slates 
which is confirmed in the noit publication [12].
Hgure S shows the relation between the logarithmic values of a  (m) and the photcm 
oiergy (ftm) at different ctmcentrations of indium. From this figure we obtained die values 
of {AE) using eq. (3). The variadtHi of (d£) as a function of indium ccmcentration has been 
shown in Figure 4. As the indium concoitration increases, the value of (dJE) increases,
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Figure 6. Variation of the absorption 
coefficient a  (o)) of SepoGexo^Jbix 
with photon energy
Figure 7. Variation of the absorption 
index (AT) of Se9QCei()_;^ njf with 
photon energy
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It is also inferred in the density of s t^ s  model [11] that a decrease in to
the shifting of the band tailing towards the h igb^  am g y  regime and hence the value of 
(d£ ) is expected to increase as afim ction of indium concentratum. as shown in Tatde 1 and 
H gure 4. Fignres 6 and 7 show the variation of the absorption coefficient a  (to) and
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absoiption in d n  (K) us a function of photon energy (ilo) at diffoent concentration o f 
iodium.
ngnrc a. Variuion at the peek 
tbiMption index with indium 
concentration in Se9oGeio_j^, 
glasM*.
A distinct dependence of the absorption index on the indium content in the sample 
and photon energy is observed. This ctependence exhibits peaks around 2.45 eV and the 
maximum attained is dependent on the photon energy. The obtained peak values of the 
absorption index .{K) are plotted at various indium ooncentiatitms in Hguie 8.
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